Le Tour de France (French)
Open the Le Tour de France PDF under the
Additional Learning Tasks tab and read about this
famous event. At the end of the PDF, answer the
questions to test your knowledge!

Food! (French)
In French, write a short paragraph about foods and
drinks that you like and dislike. Use the sentence
builder called Food opinions flowchart under the
Additional Learning Tasks tab. Try and include 3 new
foods
that
are
not on
the
list.

Commonly Misspelt Word Search (Spelling)
Complete one or more of the word searches from
the Commonly Misspelt Words Word Search PDF
under the Additional Learning Tasks tab.

Plan a School Trip to the Arctic! (Geography)
Plan an imaginary school trip to the Arctic!
You will need to consider in your plan:
 What will children need to take with them?
 Where/what will you stay in?
 Meals
 Time of year to go
 What children will learn from the trip

Challenge: Create your own word search using
words you find tricky to spell and then give it to a
family
member to
solve.

Trusting a Website (Computing)
Visit the website below and complete the four activities to show
whether you understand which information you can trust online.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zq39vwx

Wartime Recipes (History/Food Technology)
Create a wartime recipe using the Wartime recipe booklet under the
Additional Learning Tasks tab.
You must ask an adults permission before you try this activity.

Go on a Colour Walk (Art/Photography)
Look for things in every colour of the rainbow, one
by one. You can photograph or draw each thing
you find, write them down, or just look.

Raksha Bandan (RE/crafts)
Drawing Small Challenge (Art)
Hindu brothers and sisters celebrate the love of the
You Will Need:
family: sisters tie a Rakhi to their brothers’ wrists. It
 Paper
symbolises protection and love between brothers and
 Pen or pencil
sisters.
 Collection of small objects (see below)

It's up to you how many things you want to find in
the same colour. At different times of year this
activity might look quite different!

Watch this video to find out more.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02n5vs9

The aim of this exercise is to help you tune in to drawing as an activity.

If you're playing at home, you could collect a few
things of each colour and arrange them.

Create a Rakhi to give to a sibling, family member or
close friend.

Repeat this exercise over a few days, each time choosing a different
“small” object, and you’ll soon see how the marks you make change
and improve.

Visit the Tate website for more creative ideas!
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/make/cut-paste/goon-colourwalk

So let’s start small and take it one tiny drawing at a time!

https://www.accessart.org.uk/drawingsmall/

